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ABSTRACT  
 This thesis interrogates George Gershwin’s Porgy and Bess (1935) as propaganda that has 
shaped the dominant historical narrative regarding American opera and the representation of 
blackness therein. Considering the opera both in its premiere iteration and as an institution of 
tokenization that has supplanted the equitable representation of black artists and narratives within 
this genre, I consider how this work has come to be marketed and known as the ‘Great American 
Opera’ by the ‘Great American Composer.’ 
 Part I of this thesis considers the socio-political context of the 1935 premiere, an 
overview of the problematic archetypes present on stage, and how the concept of what I view as 
“the New American Exotic” set precedence for the usage of the perceived cultural practices and 
sounds of the coastal North Carolina Gullah community as both narrative and musical content. 
Part II specifically looks at George Gershwin and playwright Dubose Heyward, situating them 
within the social and racial construct of the United States in the early-twentieth century and 
deconstructing the reductive binary of white vs. black. Part III presents the false depiction of 
black identities in the dominant historical narrative vis-à-vis blackface minstrelsy and black folk 
music.  
 The aim of this study is not to prescribe definitive answers to the problematics of racial 
representation in opera, but rather to open meaningful discourse regarding contextual specificity, 
socio-cultural consideration, and a retrospective musicological listening that will hopefully lend 
to the rightful and equitable inclusion, representation, and agency of marginalized voices both on 
the operatic stage and in a broadened historical narrative. 
ii
In memory of Professor Lindsey Christiansen (1947-2017) 
“It’s simple. It’s not easy.” 
iii
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 “Among American composers outside the Broadway circle, only [George Gershwin] had 
mastered the idioms of popular music, tapping into their expressive power even as he extended 
and polished his craft in works for the concert hall. Alone among his contemporaries, he would 
seem through the rest of his composing life to bear both the endorsement and the burden of 
history. The endorsement added to his opportunities, income, and fame. The burden proved a 
force to be reckoned with, for better and for worse.”  1
 The dominant western historical narrative remembers George Gershwin as a hero of 
American music. Scholars and audience members alike tend to regard Gershwin as an innovator 
of American opera, capable of blending aspects of quintessentially American life into a new form 
of art music. Gershwin the composer, constructing the sound of the American classical genre… 
Gershwin the trailblazer, elevating the low art of the uncultured… Gershwin the martyr, 
misunderstood by society in his interactions with marginalized groups and subject matter.. It was 
not until recently, through the work of scholars such as Ray Allen (2004), Naomi André (2012, 
2018), Fred Moten (2013), and Nina Sun Eidsheim (2019), that we have begun to piece together 
the cultural and contextual information necessary to unearth the many problematics of 
Gershwin’s Porgy and Bess.  
 Twentieth-century American opera was dominated by composers’ effort to distinguish 
themselves from European tradition by working toward a categorically American sound—an 
American operatic language. In doing so, there were many strategies at play: some composers 
looked to American film and literature, some to contemporaneous modern art and poetry, and 
some to the cultures of people of color—specifically indigenous peoples and black communities. 
They used scenes from their own American environment because they understood, much like 
 Richard Crawford, “It Ain’t Necessarily Soul: Gershwin’s ‘Porgy and Bess’ as a Symbol,” 1
Anuario Interamericano de Investigacion 8 (1972): 702-3.
1
Elise K. Kirk (2005), “music’s powerful role in defining character and propelling the drama 
forward.”  Here the drama was American life itself. By making the claim that the origin of their 2
storylines was based in American reality, the composers of American opera were presenting their 
plot content as truth; therefore, audiences broadly accepted the veracity of the American opera 
stage—whether it was specifically their own truth or simply the perceived, appropriated truths of 
communities to which they were outsiders.  
 To maintain the marketability of their productions, it was imperative that opera houses 
presented a reality with which their audience would be comfortable. Opera houses are first and 
foremost businesses; the productions presented—both at the time of Porgy and Bess’s premiere 
as well as in its later productions and iterations—are not simply for the sake of art but for 
income, and because of this, productions must be marketed to those who could most effectively 
provide financial support. The institution of western classical music is a capitalist structure, and 
therefore dependent upon the balance of supply and demand. The punitive mechanism of  the 
classical idiom acts upon nonconformist subjects within its construct by denying them the trade 
of economic capital for the product of their music. If a musician wishes to succeed in such a 
structure they must compose in a way deemed valuable to—or in demand by—the institution. 
 Classical music has long held elitist ties to social hierarchy. This specific genre of music 
acts as one of the many facets of society that carries the imperative of hierarchical power—
particularly that music which has been deemed “classical” and which resides in academia as both 
an artistic and intellectual pursuit. This genre has cultivated traditions of institutional propriety as 
 Elise K. Kirk, “American opera: innovation and tradition,” in The Cambridge Companion to 2
Twentieth-Century Opera, ed. Mervyn Cooke (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2005),197. 
2
well as a general lack of access for the lower classes due to economic disparity and a long history 
of racial segregation. Because of this, the demographic best able to provide financial support for 
this institution, particularly at the time of the premiere of Porgy and Bess, has traditionally been 
white patrons of economic means. It is this privileged group that has been given the authority to 
decide what constitutes valuable musical product. As noted by Thomas Ertman (2005), “local 
urban-based social and economic elites [chose] the opera house as a locus of sociability and 
status differentiation while influencing the character and content of works through their 
expectation and tastes.”  This desire for status differentiation would not allow for people of color 3
to be represented on stage in any higher social capacity than they were allowed to exist offstage, 
thus perpetuating racial divides within the content consumed by the audience and therefore 
within the socio-political context of the performance.  
      This motive of artistic marketing subscribed to an aesthetic social contract that allowed those 
of economic means, and therefore high social status, to maintain their societal position without 
directly grappling with the ethical violence done to the lower classes, specifically non-white 
communities, who were refused inclusion in elite spaces such as the opera house. The audience 
received the information implicit in the stories of the operatic stage, but because of the 
romanticized nature of the content—the encoded fallacies perpetuated by structures of power—
they were not confronted by their own bias as privileged structural insiders. Edith Hall postulates 
that the history of Reception Theory had a slow beginning due to the fact that it forced audience 
members to grapple with difficult social and personal realities; these issues include collective 
 Thomas Ertman, “Opera, the state and society,” in The Cambridge Companion to Opera 3
Studies, ed. Nicholas Till (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2012), 27. 
3
ignorance—or perhaps denial—of the arts’ indebtedness to the institution of the dominant 
western historical narrative, elitism, classicism, and “more atavistic anti-performative prejudices 
of one Platonic, Aristotelian or Judeo-Christian kind or another.”  The receivers, those privileged 4
members of the audience, are able to live in ignorance of their social influence upon artistic 
output; to them the arts, at best, are a frivolous decadence that have falsely been granted 
ameliorative impotence, and at worst can be passed off as the fault of the artistic producers due 
to the more readily identified action of the artist as opposed to the ostensible passivity of the 
audience.  
 This passivity is a lie. In her Operatic Subjects, Sandra Corse observes the consideration 
of the self within opera. Corse notes the close historical connection between opera and the 
western concept of the self; but the self is not a reflection of individual singers within a 
production.  Instead, the singer acts as a mirror, not an interlocutor. Rather than the performer 5
taking part in the action, the performer is instead acted upon. In this way, concepts of the self are 
not a reflection of any individual experience; the production creates an image onto which the 
audience member may transcribe their own thoughts and associations. This execution of societal 
imitation creates a relationship between opera and its audience “insofar as theater is a ritual, 
communal site for exploring and celebrating cultural attitudes.”  The concepts of the self found 6
 Edith Hall, “Towards a Theory of Performance Reception,” Arion: A Journal of Humanities 4
and the Classics vol. 12, no. 1 (2004): 58.
 Sandra Corse, Operatic Subjets: The Evolution of Self in Modern Opera (Madison, NJ: 5
Fairleigh Dickinson University Press, 2000), Operatic Subjects, 18.
 Corse, Operatic Subjects, 18.6
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in art, particularly opera, are those which express the cultural attitudes contemporaneous to the 
production. 
	 Yet, instead of claiming responsibility for this action described by Corse, the audience 
claims the fallacy of passivity as yet another privilege: the privilege to deny the action of 
decoding— or as a different Hall has written regarding critical reception and social 
epistemologies, the understanding of the narratives of the stage as “meaningful discourse.”  7
Stuart Hall presents his postulation regarding the process of reception in the following diagram, 
which maps the “Encoding/Decoding” of societal discourse: 
Image 1: Stuart Hall, “Encoding/decoding,” in Center for Contemporary Cultural Studies: 
Culture, Media, Language (London: Hutchinson, 1980), 119. 
 Stuart Hall, “Encoding/decoding,” in Center for Contemporary Cultural Studies: Culture, 7
Media, Language (London, UK: Hutchinson, 1980): 119.
5
The producers (left) and receivers (right) of information are represented on each side of the 
diagram as ‘technical infrastructure,’ ‘relations of production,’ and ‘frameworks of knowledge’. 
The points of specific interest on this chart are ‘meaning structure 1’ and ‘meaning structure 2’. 
The congruence between the producer and receiver is dependent upon the larger social structure 
within which both reside along with the ideological positionality of each party. The producer 
‘encodes’ what they believe to be a marketable message into the narrative of the stage based 
upon their knowledge of the positionality of the receiver. The receiver, in turn, decodes the 
narrative of the stage based upon the societal epistemology to which they subscribe. This 
endeavor of encoding/decoding may not always be successful; it is, in essence, a sociological 
game of Telephone. The success of the meaningful discourse depends upon the act of decoding 
by the audience and whether or not the audience chooses to relinquish the shield of ostensible 
passivity and recognize the mirror of the stage. The success of the ‘meaningful discourse—’ or 
narrative of the stage—cannot exist without the acceptance of the audience.  
 This same intricate web of intersubjectivity is at play in the production of an opera.  
Interacting within this context are the many actors of production, performance, and reception.  8
The composer is the producer—in our case, Gershwin; the audience is the receiver; and the 
characters, music, and drama are all the code within which the message is embedded. Gershwin 
was able to imbed a marketable and meaningful discourse into his composition because he 
understood what would be regarded as an acceptable mode of entertainment for his audience. He 
existed in the same social context and made his name through the appropriation of the culture of 
the ‘other,’ and continued to do so in the promotion and performance of Porgy and Bess.

 Corse, Operatic Subjects, 18.8
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 In 1935, Porgy and Bess was presented as a realist, artistic representation of the lives of 
southern black people, its writers treating the opera as a pseudo-ethnography set to music.  The 9
predominantly white audience of the 1930s had no issue believing a story of black characters 
presented as delinquent or otherwise socially marred by association with non-normativity—in 
deed, affliction, or physicality; for the amount of separation in society at the time, as well as 
segregation by law, white people of economic means rarely had the experience to offer up an 
offstage comparison of black life. To aid in the presentation, the singers on stage were not in 
blackface, they were actual black people, “real black bodies—singing, shouting, swaying, and 
praying in a fashion deemed racially appropriate by white critics and audiences—apparently 
translated into uncontested authentic performance.”  This was an acceptable stage narrative 10
according to the judgement of Gershwin’s audience, as this “coded norm” for the portrayal of 
blackness on artistic stages was solidified by minstrelsy long before Porgy and Bess.  11
 This paper will bring the vestiges of minstrelsy present in Porgy and Bess to the fore, 
presenting Gershwin’s “folk” opera not as American realism but rather as an operatic pseudo-
ethnography of a culture to which he did not belong. I will argue that Porgy and Bess must be 
viewed as a harmfully subversive social device by interrogating the traditions of exoticism and 
the ‘other’ long present in opera, the words of Gershwin himself in his published newspaper 
 W.W. Anderson, “Gershwin Lives Life of Gullah In Writing Music for ‘Porgy,’” The Atlanta 9
Constitution, July 1, 1934. 
 Ray Allen, “An American Folk Opera? Triangulating Folkness, Blackness, and Americaness in 10
Gershwin and Heyward’s ‘Porgy and Bess,’” The Journal of American Folklore 117, no. 465 
(Summer 2004): 247.
 Naomi André, “Introduction: Representing Blackness on the Operatic Stage,” in Blackness in 11
Opera, ed. Naomi André, Karen M. Bryan, and Eric Saylor (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 
2012), 3.
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articles and personal correspondence with playwright Dubose Heyward written regarding the 
composition of the 1935 premiere production, and the contemporaneous American concept of 
black folk music. Porgy and Bess is not simply art music, it is propaganda that has thrived as a 
vehicle for social and racial subjugation at every stage of its production history. 
A Note on Iteration 
 The production history of the opera Porgy and Bess includes a number of productions, 
iterations, and directorial choices, and is adapted from a play with its own production and 
reception history. One could consider each of the forms of this story with countless theses and 
methodologies, each of which with their own variable academic scope. I have chosen to narrow 
my scope to the following: 1) Gershwin’s opera Porgy and Bess as presented in its premiere 
iteration in the socio-cultural context of 1935 and 2) Porgy and Bess through the current and 
common marketing lens of the ‘Great American Opera’ written by the 'Great American 
Composer,’ an opera which, in our present twenty-first-century context, has become not only a 
piece of musical art but an American musical institution, tokenized and charged with the 
representation of black opera singers.  
 I have chosen this scope of consideration in the mode of Lydia Goehr’s scholarship 
regarding the notion and modality of the work-concept. In this Goehr notes, “nowadays, no form 
of musical production is excluded a priori from being packaged in terms of work,” or simply: a 
musical moment cannot escape the ideas that have been put upon it in retrospect.  I wish to 12
 Lydia Goehr, The Imaginary Museum of  Musical Works: An Essay in the Philosophy of Music 12
(Oxford, UK: Clarendon Press, 1992), 244.
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interrogate Porgy and Bess from both sides of this temporal equation. Particularly when 
examining that which has been recorded by the dominant western historical narrative—as well as 
that which has been marginalized and erased from it—we cannot only consider what we have put 
upon the past vis-à-vis packaging, labelling, or otherwise intellectually constructing. Indeed, we 
must consider what the events of the past bring to us by nature of their context and ethical 
weight.  
 What does it mean to call Porgy and Bess the ‘Great American Opera’? What does it 
mean that the vast majority of black opera singers—myself included—cannot escape being asked 
when we will be adding a Porgy and Bess aria to our audition packages? What does it mean 
when the call for diversity in operatic programming is answered with a production of this opera? 
 In fairness, I do not endeavor to prescribe the definitive answers to these questions. 
Rather, I am working to provide contextual specificity, socio-cultural consideration, and a 
retrospective musicological listening that will hopefully lend to the rightful and equitable 
inclusion, representation, and agency of marginalized voices both on the operatic stage in 
productions of Porgy and Bess and in the historical narrative.  
9
PART I—SITUATING CATFISH ROW: PORGY AND BESS AND THE AMERICAN OPERA 
GENRE 
“When I chose ‘Porgy and Bess,’ a tale of Charleston Negroes, for a subject, I made sure that it 
would enable me to write light as well as serious music and that it would enable me to include 
humor as well as tragedy—in fact, all of the elements of entertainment for the eye as well as the 
ear, because the Negroes, as a race, have all these qualities inherent in them. They are ideal for 
my purpose because they express themselves not only by the spoken word but quite naturally by 
song and dance.”  13
 In this excerpt from Gershwin’s 1935 New York Times article “Rhapsody in Catfish 
Row,” he makes clear his intention to commodify both black bodies and the stereotypes that have 
been put upon them. He speaks of black bodies as “ideal” to his compositional intentions because 
of the attributes that he believes are inherent in them—humor, song, and dance. He speaks of 
black bodies as intrinsically entertaining, relinquishing them of the agency to live for themselves 
rather than for an audience. Whether or not this was his intention, it is what he has accomplished.  
 The curtain of Porgy and Bess comes up on Catfish Row, a community described by Kirk 
(2005) as “a black community on the Charleston waterfront”, and by Richard Crawford (2006) as 
a “black ghetto of Charleston.”  This tenement community was originally based on the real 14
coastal inhabitants of Charleston, South Carolina, the city in which the author of the original 
novel and play, Dubose Heyward, was born in 1885. The audience looks in on a summer  
 George Gershwin,  “Rhapsody in Catfish Row: Mr. Gershwin Tells the Origin and Scheme for 13
His Music in That New Folk Opera Called ‘Porgy and Bess,’” The New York Times, October 20, 
1935. 
 Kirk, “American opera,” 200. 14
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 Image 2: Catfish Row. Set designed by Sergei Soudeikine for the Theatre Guild’s production of 
Porgy and Bess, New York City (1935). 
evening, apparently typical of the community; men play craps, a mother sings to her child, one 
man plays “low down blues” on the piano, and children play.  As the action continues, Porgy—a 15
man looked down upon due to his impoverished, transient, and physically non-normative status
—enters to join the game. He is followed by Bess, an addict and former sex worker, and her 
abusive partner Crown. Also present is the resident drug dealer, Sportin’ Life; Gershwin 
 George Gershwin, Dubose Heyward, and Ira Gershwin, Porgy and Bess: A Folk Opera, (New 15
York: Gershwin Publishing Corporation: 1935), 4. 
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describes Sportin’ Life as a “humorous, dancing villain, who is likable and believable and at the 
same time evil.”  The plot continues with drugs, gambling, prayer, murder, natural disaster, and 16
betrayal.  
 Reactions to the plot and its characters varied. White critics praised Gershwin and his 
playwright collaborator Heyward in The New York Times for “getting inside [the black] 
characters and surroundings,” and the Amsterdam News called the work a “magnificent story…
close to the life of the Negro.”  Contrarily, black critics such as Theophilus Lewis wrote that 17
Gershwin and Heyward were “no more capable of interpreting Negro characters than I [as a 
black man] am of interpreting Chinese characters.”  It was widely agreed that the collaborative 18
duo had claimed for themselves the authority to speak for the black people of coastal South 
Carolina, but whether or not they did so rightfully caused great debate. Did Heyward have 
authority on the subject of this community because he too was from coastal South Carolina? Had 
Gershwin learned enough from his pilgrimage to Charleston to accurately depict the lives of the 
people of color who resided there? How could white men truly speak to the experience of the 
black community, particularly in a time of such deeply-entrenched racial disparity?   
 To add to this conflict, it must be noted that systemic racism was thriving on many stages, 
both literal and figurative, in the 1920s and 1930s: blackface minstrelsy was still a common 
occurrence, enforcing stereotypes of the black community as “lazy, ignorant, violent, 
 Gershwin, “Rhapsody in Catfish Row.”16
 Allen, “An American Folk Opera?” 246.17
 Allen, “An American Folk Opera?” 246. 18
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hypersexualized, conniving buffoons.”  Each of these adjectives easily could be applied to the 19
characters of Porgy and Bess. André writes of the predisposition of audiences to accept theatrical 
depictions of black characters as truth due to the “historical popularity of minstrelsy” which was 
“another formative factor for the reception of black performers by audiences,” setting precedent 
for the “fashioning of black characters in opera, and…the development of operatic tradition in 
the United States.”  Opera audiences were poised to accept Heyward and Gershwin’s storyline 20
for no better reason than that they were white men presenting a story of American reality on 
stage, but the story of Porgy and Bess does not represent the truth of all black Americans—as no 
single story could. 
 Gershwin lived in a time when the black community was considered not only a lesser 
people but a source of economic opposition: I refer here specifically to the New Deal era, 
although these are not issues that have been fully resolved in our present day. Beginning in 1933, 
Franklin D. Roosevelt instituted public work programs and financial reform in an attempt to 
ameliorate the sociological effects of the Great Depression. Job scarcity weighed upon poor 
urban communities of all races. Deepening the racial divide, black citizens began to push back 
against their subjugation in earnest. The year 1930 saw the founding of The League of Struggle 
for Negro Rights in New York. The following year invited national controversy with the trial of 
the Scottsboro Boys. In 1933, Hocutt v. Wilson battled segregation at the university level in the 
South Carolina Supreme Court, with further efforts by Thurgood Marshall and Charles Hamilton 
Houston in the 1935 case of Murray v. Pearson. The black community was fighting back.  
 André, “Introduction,” 2. 19
 André, “Introduction,” 2. 20
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 The black community was struggling for agency, but society only allowed them to be 
present in certain spaces and capacities. Gershwin himself praised such seemingly fortunate 
circumstances in Variety magazine: “Colored people are natural actors and natural singers, and 
they can be assembled for a reasonable salary. Who could afford a cast of white people equal in 
ability, and could they sing eight times a week?”  How wonderful for him that he could profit 21
from the misfortune of the black people in his opera and on his stage.  
 One could easily dismiss Gershwin’s thoughts regarding black people as ‘a product of the 
times—’ a catch-all phrase long rejected by scholars such as James H. Dorman that tends to be 
used when our contemporaries do not wish to grapple with the problematic dealings of the past—
relegating them to “the dustbin of the long dead, distasteful exotica” and implying that “because 
racist phenomena are distasteful they are no longer important.”  In the name of responsible 22
scholarship, we must take up Dorman’s charge in refusing to allow such dismissal to persist.  
The New American Exotic: Colonizing A New Frontier 
 One need not look far into the operatic canon to find exoticism, or the romanticization of 
the ‘other,’ at work. In recent canonical history, Philip Glass used both the life of Mahatma 
Gandhi and the Egyptian pharaoh Amenhotep IV in his operas Satyagraha (1979) and Akhnaten 
(1983) respectively. Before him, Giacomo Puccini, keeping true to the orientalist trend of late 
nineteenth- and early twentieth-century European opera, composed stories of Japan in Madama 
 Gwynne Kuhner Brown, “Performers in Catfish Row: Porgy and Bess as Collaboration,” in 21
Blackness in Opera, ed. Naomi André, Karen M. Bryan, and Eric Saylor (Urbana: University of 
Illinois Press, 2012), 170. 
 James H. Dormon, “Shaping the Popular Image of Post-Reconstruction American Blacks: The 22
‘Coon Song’ Phenomenon of the Gilded Age,” American Quarterly 40, no. 4 (December 1988): 
450.
14
Butterfly and China in Turandot (1926). At about the same time, Richard Strauss played his hand 
at musical colonization with the help of Oscar Wilde in Salome (1905) and then with the half-
human, shadowless Empress of the mythical Southeastern Islands in Die Frau ohne Schatten 
(1919). One can draw this further back with the work of Georges Bizet, in Carmen (1875) and 
Les Pêcheurs de Perles (1863), Richard Wagner’s Parsifal (1882), Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart’s, 
Die Entführung aus dem Serail (1782) and Die Zauberflöte (1791), and further throughout  
operatic history. I have named but a few examples of a centuries long tradition of othering, each 
of which has been produced at the Metropolitan Opera in the past decade, making it quite evident 
that the spirit of exoticism is alive and well. 
 Opera earned a reputation as “an exotic and irrational entertainment” even before author 
Samuel Johnson called it such during the eighteenth century.  It was in this escape from their 23
own reality that opera audiences were able to submit to the spectacle of theatre; henceforth such 
exoticism was not only an expectation, but a staple of the genre. Nicholas Till further qualified 
this by interrogating opera’s submission to the demands of “Aristotelian verisimilitude,” which 
promoted “stories with extraordinary characters and settings,” that were judged as “more 
plausible for representation through singing and dancing.”  An odd juxtaposition of reality and 24
fantasy, audiences appeared more likely to accept the spectacle of opera when the plot was 
believable as the product of someone else’s truth. In his critique, Johnson was “confirming one 
of the most fundamental assumptions of exoticism upon which western identity has been built:” 
 Nicholas Till, “‘An exotic and irrational entertainment’: opera and our others; opera as other,” 23
in The Cambridge Companion to Opera Studies, ed. Nicholas Till (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2012), 298. 
 Till, “‘An exotic and irrational entertainment,’” 301. 24
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the “assumed opposition” of rationality and irrationality, the common and the curious, found in   
the stories present upon the opera stage and used to subliminally affirm western cultural 
dominance over non-western cultures.  The exoticization of the ‘other’ has been a practice of 25
hegemonic authorities throughout history; the goal being to create a spectacle of another culture, 
to cast them out of the norm, therefore placing these cultures that have been deemed lesser-than 
at a distance from societal agency.  26
 Twentieth-century American opera maintained these same ‘foreign’ connotations, both in 
the established canon as well as in new composition. While Johnson was speaking as an 
Englishman who experienced opera as an Italian import, the fact that opera remained true to this 
trend of the romanticization of the ‘other’ through the twentieth century supports Corse’s claim 
that “with a few exceptions opera has been and remains a conservative form, not given quite so 
much to radical restructuring as other art forms have been.”  Even through the twentieth-century 27
push for American opera composition to codify its own, specific sound, the genre nevertheless 
remained an art form indebted to the same, long, conservative tradition. This prioritization of 
tradition offers precedence for the continued association of opera with the exotic, even as 
composers attempted to build an independent definition for American opera. The use of the 
exotic is found in the work of American composers such as Arthur Nevin, Victor Herbert, Mary 
Carr Moore, Virgil Thomson, and of course, George Gershwin. Such composers used the 
association of the exotic with the “mysterious, extravagant, alluring, sensual…and therefore a 
 Till, “‘An exotic and irrational entertainment,’” 299. 25
 Gerard Delanty, Inventing Europe: Idea, Identity, Reality (Basingstoke and London: 26
Macmillan, 1995), 36-7.
 Corse, Operatic Subjects, 10. 27
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little bit scary,” to entice their audiences.  Non-white communities became the tools of this 28
enticement, presented by composers as subject matter that was still able to feel exotic—if only 
due to intra-societal distance—continuing to feed the desire of the audience for the ‘other’. 
 Nevin’s Poia (1910) tells the story of a man of the Blackfeet Nation and his love for the 
daughter of the leader of the community, Notoya, despite his low station and scarred visage as he 
faces magic and adventure to win her heart. Herbert’s Natoma (1910) tells the story of a Native 
American woman and her jealousy towards the love between Paul, an American Navy officer, 
and Barbara, the daughter of a Spanish conquistador. Moore’s Narcissa tells the story of Marcus 
Whitman, a white man of the Northwestern United States, his betrothed, Narcissa, and their 
mission to “carry the gospel” to Native Americans.  In these works, not only was the visual and 29
narrative cultures of indigenous people appropriated, but so were the sounds that the composers 
and their audiences associated with their ideas of Native Americans. Thomson’s Four Saints in 
Three Acts gained notoriety for its use of an all black cast who were present not for the sake of 
their place in the opera’s narrative but instead for the shock value of their appearance. Each of 
these operas romanticized stories of indigenous people or used bodies of color as props; and each 
of these operas were specifically American in that their narratives were drawn from cultures 
existing within the context of the United States.  
 American composers were intent on creating works that could be successfully put up 
against European traditional opera; particularly considering the influx of commissions for operas 
 Till, “‘An exotic and irrational entertainment,’” 299. 28
 Aaron Benjamin Ziegel, “Making America Operatic: Six Composers’ Attempts at an American 29
Opera, 1910-1918” (PhD diss., University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign, 2011), 358-361, 
ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Global. 
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comparable to those of  “European masters” that made it clear to American composers what their 
audiences wanted.  The American composers were not so much competing against each other as 30
they were competing for collective agency within the operatic genre as a whole. European 
composers such as Puccini, Bizet, and Mozart, showed interest in cultures existing outside of 
their own countries when looking to diversify the content of their operatic plots. American 
composers such as Nevin, Herbert, Moore, Thomson, and Gershwin, looked closer to home for 
exotic differentiation of their narratives, for their stages, and in their music, using black and 
indigenous peoples for inspiration; the audience and the plot participants may have occupied the 
same country but still they remained foreign to each other. It was by creating a new, American 
exotic that the composers of American opera were able to maintain tradition while continuing 
their struggle for a new sound. Because these themes were new and exciting to the American 
opera-going public, with their “expressive sonorities and colorful subjects,” large audiences 
flocked to performance halls and opera houses.  It seemed as if American composers had 31
successfully, “opened up a new frontier for opera.”  Although perhaps the statement would ring 32
more truly with one small edit: white American composers opened up a new frontier for opera.  
 Whether through the appropriation of culture of indigenous peoples or black traditions 
such as jazz, white composers had seemingly found the formula for the American opera. 
Composers of this new American trend claimed that they had “absorbed the style or an 
‘atmosphere’” in their study of black and indigenous culture and therefore were effectively able 
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to wield such ‘folk’ aesthetics in their compositional endeavors.  They allowed the sounds and 33
appearances of these generally non-classical musics to be woven into their classical composition, 
while maintaining the structure and theoretical traditions of the institution of western classical 
music. These plot points and sonorities lent “vital new dramatic dimensions” to American 
composers' work, moving their creative processes “beyond the outmoded nineteenth-century 
melodrama and into the arms of realism, expressionism and social commentary.”   34
 Still, the question remains: who has the authority to comment on cultures to which they 
do not belong?  In 1893, at the beginning of the codification of this American compositional 
language, J.W. Henderson wrote in the New York Times: “A national song is one that is of the 
people, for the people, by the people. The Negroes gave us their music and we accepted it.”  35
And yet, scrutinizing American history, it is difficult to find evidence of anything that was 
willfully given to the U.S. by black Americans. There was no consent given. The culture, labor, 
and physical bodies of black people have been stolen from them at every step of their forced 
entanglement with the imperial, colonial, and political efforts of white Euro-American history. 
American history has made it clear that early- and mid-twentieth-century compositions by black 
musicians could not be successful; non-white composers were not welcome within the institution 
of American opera composition. As evidenced by Kirk in her chapter “American opera: 
innovation and tradition,” “audiences not only ignored [black people] as opera composers,” but 
further considered purportedly black genres such as jazz to be “‘low-class’ art [forms] unworthy 
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of the elevated art of opera.”  Composers of the Harlem Renaissance and Tin Pan Alley were 36
writing operas that utilized the fusion of traditional and non-classical elements such as Scott 
Joplin in Treemonisha (1910) and Harry Lawrence Freeman in Voodoo (1913); but such works 
by black composers were generally shunned by opera producers who catered to white opera. 
 Kirk, “American opera,” 199. 36
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PART II—ACHIEVING WHITENESS: VARIATIONS OF THE OTHER 
“Because ‘Porgy and Bess’ deals with Negro life in America, it brings to the operatic form 
elements that have never before appeared in opera and I have adapted my method to utilize the 
drama, the humor, the superstition, the religious fervor, the dancing and the irrepressible high 
spirits of the race. If, in doing this, I have created a new form, which combines opera with 
theatre, this new form has come quite naturally out of the material.”  37
 The story of Porgy and Bess is built upon a collection of fallacies. This opening quote 
alone presents two of the most common social and racial misrepresentations within the structure 
of the opera. First, the incorrect assumption that Porgy and Bess “deals with Negro life in 
America,” presents a problematic depiction of black Americans as a homogeneous mass. “Negro 
life in America” suggests a singular, yet persistent, reality that effects all black Americans with 
relative sameness, regardless of location or positionality. It is in this way that black Americans 
have traditionally been treated simultaneously as equivalently delinquent as the most criminal of 
their demographic—allowing the condemnation of one to be the condemnation of all—and yet as 
equivalently privileged or prosperous as those of their demographic who were in some way able 
to live with a less egregious onus of racial subjugation—an emotional tactic used by non-black 
Americans to ameliorate the dominant perspective of American race relations.  
 Second, this quote presents the reader with the hyperbolic tokenization of black 
Americans, suggesting that all exhibit specific traits—for instance “the drama, the humor, the 
superstition, the religious fervor, the dancing, and the irrepressible high spirits” that are depicted 
in Gershwin’s article—and in this way allows for the harmful objectification of black bodies. 
This objectification by way of tokenization is a primary tactic of the dominant historical 
narrative used to divorce black subjects from both voice and agency. Rather than an 
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epistemological discourse regarding mutual understanding within an equitable and cooperative 
society, black voices were excluded from both contemporaneous and ensuing historical 
sociological records as a result of a denial of the diversity and multiplicity of experiences 
inherent in the human experience.  
 These misrepresentations within the composition and premiere performance of Porgy and 
Bess were made possible by an American milieu predicated upon an acceptance of the racial 
divide as a truth not worth mentioning in its conventionalism. As noted by historian Nancy 
MacLean, “the culture of exclusion organized life in the United States…so thoroughly that it 
appeared natural and unremarkable to nearly all [non-marginalized] Americans.”  In this way, 38
neither Gershwin nor Heyward were intentionally presenting problematic ideals on the artistic 
stage. In fact, we will see in the following sections the positive, and perhaps even reparative, 
intentions of Heyward in his depictions of the Gullah community. Yet, the ideals presented did 
indeed promote the subversion of agency of black Americans. The separation of races was a 
definitive characteristic of American life that was “enforced by law, by custom, and ultimately by 
violence,” in various social institutions throughout the entirety of  the country.  These laws and 39
traditions were a continuation of the Slave Code, but disguised by the moniker of Black Codes; 
W.E.B. Du Bois is one voice of many who have recognized this dubious legislation, writing in 
his 1935 Black Reconstruction that when comparing both iterations of codified racism, “there is 
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nothing to choose between them,” for they were the same.  This tradition of institutional 40
violence was born in colonialism, persisted through the time of Gershwin and Heyward’s 
composition, and continued far beyond their early-twentieth-century context. This tradition was 
allowed its longevity not only as a result of overt acts of physical and institutional brutality, but 
also significantly as a result of covert acts of casual and ingrained racism that were an indelible 
part of the sociopolitical construct of the United States. It is in this category of covert acts and 
otherwise subversive endeavors that I place Porgy and Bess.  
Racial construction in American and the Concept of Whiteness 
 One could easily demonize Gershwin and Heyward with a reductive positioning of the 
two men as simply “white,” but just as there is a multiplicity of experiences and positionalities 
within the black community, so there are in the consideration of who had the privilege of 
identifying as white during the early- to mid-twentieth-century in the United States. While both 
composer and playwright were indeed cultural outsiders to the black Gullah community of 
coastal South Carolina, as a Jewish-American and an impoverished American respectively, 
neither were born into privilege. To ignore or deny this fact would be yet another problematic act 
of erasure. 
 While Heyward’s lack of privilege was a result of his low economic status, Gershwin’s 
lack of privilege was due to his very state of racial being. As noted by social anthropologist 
Audrey Smedley “race is a social principle by which society allocates desired rewards and status. 
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[…] It belongs, to ‘the regulative aspects of our culture’ and is intricately involved in all relations 
of power.”  Further, in the endeavor of nation building, race is a construct built by power to 41
sustain itself, and the ability to designate a group as the “other” is a main facet of this construct. 
In her monograph, How Jews Became White Folks and What That Says About Race, Karen 
Brodkin notes that the fracturing of whiteness and the consideration of which citizens were 
allowed to use this designation arrived with the “‘discovery’ that Europe was divided into 
inferior and superior races” and the later vast influx of immigration to the United States in the 
late nineteenth century.  She continues 42
before that time, European immigrants—-including Jews—had been largely assimilated 
into the white population. However, the 23 million European immigrants who came to 
work in U.S. cities in the waves of migration after 1880 were too many and too 
concentrated to absorb. Since immigrants and their children made up more than 70 
percent of the population of most of the country’s largest cities, by the 1890s urban 
America had taken on a distinctly southern and eastern European immigrant flavor.  43
These were not the immigrants of earlier days, but rather “new immigrants,” whose large 
numbers and close proximity of habitation to the upper classes in major cities led to the societal 
decision that to be a new immigrant was to pose a threat.  Rather than being assimilated as 44
white by appearance, they were “‘dark white’ (and possibly not white)” and they were a problem
—or so they were branded by the socio-political structure of the United States.  45
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 This demonization of non-Anglo-American citizens was a blatant and overt act of social 
dominance by United States citizens who ostensibly were arguing that they had ‘gotten there 
first.’ Politicians were among some of the most aggressive activists against the presence of new 
immigrants. Senator Henry Cabot Lodge pushed for an end to immigration into the United 
States; meanwhile, Theodore Roosevelt chastised Anglo-American women for “allowing ‘native’ 
stock to be outbred by inferior immigrants,” citing “racial suicide.”  The calls for new 46
immigrants to be socially immobilized and kept at a distance from power seemingly were 
inescapable.  
George Gershwin and the Institution of the “Classical Music” Idiom 
 This is the Unites States in which Gershwin lived and worked, where “‘scientific’ racism 
sanctified the notion that real Americans were white and that real whites came from northwest 
Europe.”  This is not to say that Gershwin knew the experience of the black community—he 47
decidedly did not; but it is necessary to have a more expansive understanding of the social 
mechanisms at play among the writers and subjects of Porgy and Bess than simply the reduction 
of black vs. white. Gershwin’s use of traditionally black musics presented a specific social risk: 
would he be viewed as a denizen of the operatic world and concert hall, using the sounds of the 
American milieu to create distinctly American music; or would he be viewed as a low-class 
interloper amongst those who considered themselves his social and musical betters, deemed 
unworthy by association with black musics unfit for the stages of the classical music idiom?  
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 Well before the composition of Porgy and Bess, Gershwin found himself known for his 
settings of “the ebony-hued denizens, the unsophisticated children of the wilderness,” who “for 
all their fetishes, taboos, and tribal fears…knew release of the spirit in the movement of dance 
and wild, free music.”  He achieved renown crossing the divide of the popular and the classical, 48
redefining American musical genres on multiple stages, both at home and abroad.  Yet still, 49
while Gershwin’s ambition was musical, the byproduct of this ambition was the perpetuation of 
problematic black stereotypes at the heart of this paper. 
 Gershwin’s musical life was a pursuit for legitimacy within the classical music 
community for his compositions and the musical themes and traditions as they were present in 
his work. The success of this pursuit gained him notoriety within the western dominant historical 
narrative. Undoubtedly, he would have continued in his success had his life not been cut short at 
age thirty-eight. As noted by William Smith Goldenburg in the March 12, 1927 Cincinnati 
Enquirer, “It is a long stride from Tin Pan Alley to the Symphony Concert Hall, and George 
Gershwin has taken it.”  Through both high praise and bitter derision from music critics, 50
audiences flocked to performances of Gershwin’s music. Following the 1924 premiere of his 
Rhapsody in Blue, it seemed that this trend of popularity was destined to continue. Rhapsody in 
Blue drew a wide audience of both classical and mainstream popular music connoisseurs. The  
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recording of the Whiteman orchestra performing Rhapsody in Blue alongside Gershwin as well 
as subsequent arrangements of the piece in printed sheet music were broadly and bountifully 
distributed to “professional and amateur musicians alike [who] could make the piece their own,” 
whether they chose to play it themselves or listen to it in their homes.  In 1930, it was also 51
possible to experience an arrangement of the piece produced in the movie King of Jazz. Yet, even 
with the success of his works and the breadth of his renown, Gershwin was regarded as a novelty
—perhaps even an oddity.  
“That Gershwin has written great music probably he would be the last to claim. That he has 
penned an interesting work, one that reflects sincerity of purpose and the capacity to carry that 
purpose forward, there can be no doubt. […] He writes compellingly when he is conscious of his 
purpose, when not too absorbed in the task of providing novelty through curious manipulation of 
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the instruments, a practice that almost invariably produces loose joints and creaking 
machinery.”  52
 It was with this particular brand of novelty and fame that Gershwin traveled abroad with 
family in 1928. While, as noted by Richard Crawford, the trip was without particularly important 
events or great historical significance, it serves as a particularly full anecdote in regard to the 
reception of Gershwin and his work, as well as in regard to his motives as an American in 
Paris.  The trip—not just to Paris, but to London, Berlin, and Vienna, as well— was a 53
celebration abroad of the ‘new’ American classical trend of jazz and folk hybridization and the 
style’s most prominent representative.   Gershwin’s American style was clearly a success, as he 54
“quickly found [himself] part of an elite circle” of European concert goers.  However, even 55
more clear was the fact that Gershwin was not being celebrated as a representative of the 
institution of traditional classical music. He was invited to parties, called on stage at 
performances of his music, and otherwise brought to various pianos to exhibit the novelty of his 
“curious manipulation” of musical styles.  56
 While his positive reception could not have been unwelcome, Gershwin did not travel for 
the luxury, for the opportunity to showcase his compositional style, or even for the recognition. 
Gershwin’s primary reason for traveling abroad was the realization of a life long dream of 
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procuring a teacher who was a pillar of the classical music idiom.  Goldenburg’s claim that the 57
composer would not have thought of himself as a writer of ‘great music’ was an accurate 
depiction of the composer’s desire for mastery of the traditional classical music composition 
style. This desire was recognized in him by both Maurice Ravel and Nadia Boulanger—two key 
players in the story of Gershwin’s pursuit of composition lessons that would posthumously 
become a kind of legend. In a letter to Boulanger, Ravel wrote: “His universal success is not 
enough for him anymore. He aims higher. He knows that for that he needs something he doesn’t 
have.”  Gershwin was the ‘Jazz King.’ His notoriety was not striking because his hybridized 58
style fit the classical mold; his notoriety was striking because of the ‘regular’ concert goers who 
could not get enough of his ‘irregularity.’  
 The legend of Gershwin’s pursuit of instruction and validation by the classical music 
community has sustained life in various iterations. In some versions of this story in particular, 
Gershwin is denied by Igor Stravinsky. In some versions he is denied by Ravel. Boulanger tends 
to make an appearance in most tellings of the story. In each account, Gershwin finds himself in 
the proximity of a European master of classical composition, and uses the interaction as an 
opportunity to request lessons with the goal of evolving his own compositional style towards a 
more traditional use of the classical music idiom. In each account, Gershwin is denied his 
request. The European composer of the story, whether it is Ravel or Stravinsky, makes light of 
Gershwin’s request, considering it humorous, if not ludicrous, that Gershwin would desire to 
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change his compositional style to one with which he was less skilled because of what seemed 
would mean an obvious diminishing of public success.  59
 In the storytelling in which our European master is played by Ravel, the interaction 
occurs at a party thrown for the French composer and hosted by Eva Gauthier. At this party, 
Gershwin was both guest and entertainment, enthusiastically performing a great deal of his work 
for his fellow partygoers.  It was after their meeting at this party that Ravel wrote to Boulanger 60
about Gershwin’s request. Later, during his 1928 stay in Paris, Gershwin was able to meet 
Boulanger, but she, too, denied his request for instruction. According to every telling of this tale, 
each of these interactions and pursuant rejections was accompanied by the reasoning that to 
study with a European master would in some way dilute the quality and potency of Gershwin’s 
own style. Sometimes Gershwin was “anxious to work with [Ravel], yet both agreed that such a 
connection could prove dangerous, in that ‘it would probably cause him to write bad Ravel,’” 
and sometimes such educational pursuits were dangers that “might destroy him,” or even 
sometimes “he had a natural musical talent that [Boulanger] wouldn’t dare disturb for anything;” 
each reason for his rejection was similar in its seemingly disingenuous nature.  Gershwin would 61
not have been the first American to study composition in Paris, nor would he have been the first 
jazz musician to study in Paris. All of the characters of this story had famously and successfully 
undertaken pedagogical endeavors. There is no irrefutable reason why Gershwin might be ruined 
by such instruction. Mark Clague suggests that "it is the persistence of the tale and its humor that 
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highlight an ideological fault line between Old World and New, classical and popular, artistic 
accomplishment and economic success.”  In this way, Gershwin represented an oddity of new 62
form that might be dismissed as untested within the classical music idiom because it was not 
traditionally comparable to the ‘old world’ aesthetic of the European masters. Rather than a 
tested method, Gershwin’s compositional skill was treated like an attention grabbing schtick—
and attention it grabbed, indeed. Gershwin would not find a place amongst the old masters; even 
in his posthumous fame, Gershwin was a fascination of new American sound. 
“Is it in a spirit of toleration that the symphony takes [jazz] up, lending, as it were, a helping 
hand to a struggling brother? Or does the symphony seek to reap the financial reward that comes 
with sensational appeal and notoriety? The Jazz Kings may be interlopers, but they have stirred 
things musical to the boiling point and a little agitation will do no harm. The ultra-moderns of 
the ranking composers of the day, already on the stage of action, have rendered tame the 
entrance of jazz to the same select society.”  63
 Gershwin’s compositions presented his audience with spectacles of new creativity. He 
married the classical to the popular, forming a genre that played dangerously with a balance of 
intrigue and social tabu. Clague argues that Gershwin “saw musical excellence as a market 
opportunity,” in which the composer’s “economic and artistic fortunes were deeply entwined.”  64
This was proven in the opportunities afforded him by the success of compositions such as 
Rhapsody in Blue and later An American in Paris, which resulted in both full audiences and a full 
wallet. His financial security allowed him to write music as he willed it rather than at the whim 
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of a commissioner. Because of this, Gershwin was able to bring jazz and the ‘American folk’ 
rooted in black musics to the classical music stage.  
 Goldenburg wrote, with an anti-black rhetoric born of American tradition, the he wasn’t 
sure “whether to congratulate ‘jazz’ upon its elevation in society or condole with the Symphony 
for changing the complexion of its associates.”  Yet, the only integration on classical stages 65
came in the origin of jazz concepts, not the integration of black voices. Gershwin used this 
societal intrigue to entice his audiences into their seats, assuring them that they were not 
lowering their brows to the club performances of black musicians, but instead that he was 
making the genre of jazz suitable for the concert stage by infusing it with  tested classical 
compositional tradition. Gershwin took jazz music and made it “better jazz music, worthy of the 
serious attention and consideration of informed musicians who hitherto [had] frowned upon it as 
beneath their notice.”  In succeeding with this strategy, Gershwin gained renown and notoriety 66
far beyond that which contemporaneous black musicians would ever have been allowed to know.  
DuBose Heyward and the Misconception of His Own Whiteness 
 Heyward’s relationship with the both the content of Porgy and Bess and his own 
contemporaneous positionality within the socio-cultural context of the United States was one of 
contradiction.  On one hand, as detailed in Karl Hagstrom Miller’s Segregating Soung: Inventing 
Folk and Pop Music in the Age of Jim Crow, music in southern states such as South Carolina was 
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not as strictly structured by race as one would believe in their readings of scholarly writing 
regarding genre. Miller writes 
southern musicians performed a staggering variety of music in the early twentieth 
century. Black and white artists played blues, ballads, ragtime, and string band music, as 
well as the plethora of styles popular throughout the nation: sentimental ballads, minstrel 
songs, Tin Pan Alley tunes, and Broadway hits. They embraced pop music. Many 
performed any music they could, regardless of their racial or regional identities. Such 
variety could appear in the same set as a performer eased from one song to the next. 
Observers agreed that rural southerners loved all sorts of music.   67
The musical color line that developed despite this broad appreciation of styles does so in the 
wake of Supreme Court decisions such as Plessy v. Ferguson that reinforced racial separation by 
constitutional decree, impacting the participation in musical events and practice across racial 
boundaries; and the forming of academic musical societies that codified a systematic and distinct 
understanding of musical sounds and practice for the sake of categorization. This systematic 
categorization created a “sonic demarcation that corresponded to the corporeal distinctions 
emerging under Jim Crow.”  Such sonic distinctions allowed racial segregation to go without 68
much comment, if desired, due to the fact that musical and sonicdifference was constructed as a 
result of such forced separation. 
 This leads to the other hand of our consideration: race remains “the major mode of social 
differentiation in American society,” which “takes priority over social class, education, 
occupation, gender, age, religion, culture (ethnicity), and other differences.”  While the poverty 69
Heyward was born into predicated his distance from social privilege, he status as a non-black—
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and more specifically white—citizen placed him above the black Gullah community he observed 
in the social structure of the United States.  
 For Heyward, the publishing of Porgy in its novel and play form, as well as the later 
composition of Porgy and Bess, was seemingly an act of social reparation meant to bring the 
lives of the coastal South Carolinian Gullah community to light. He noted that the “Negro 
problem was by common consent never mentioned in the ‘well-bred drawing room’ of the 
South” and sought to give black Americans voice through his own pen.  Even with these 70
intentions, Heyward remained blind to the fact that no matter his early poor status as a white 
man, he still existed with privileges which were granted to him simply by the color of his skin 
and his Anglo-American lineage. This racial privilege and resultant superior citizenship existed, 
as noted by MacLean, “within the liberal and republican traditions on which Americans have 
prided themselves.”  These were the social and racial foundations upon which America was 71
built. It was with this institutional bias that Heyward wrote the story of Porgy—a man whose life 
was stolen by Heyward from within the pages a South Carolina newspaper. Heyward was not 
promoting the reality of the Gullah people; he was romanticizing a culture that he had observed 
for much of his life and creating a narrative that was not born in objectivity but rather in his own 
imagination. 
 Once again, I present you with a legend—this time a legend of origin beginning in the 
South Carolina home of a young Dubose Heyward. There are two dominant narratives to the 
story of DuBose Heyward’s early life, but the theme of both is privilege.  
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 James M. Hutchisson tells the story of a young descendent of a Declaration of 
Independence signatory, produced by “the most aristocratic southern stock,” with a name that 
“speaks volumes” within the histories of Charleston, South Carolina.  It is a romantic tale of a 72
boy who took jobs supervising plantation workers and dock stevedores, working in close 
proximity to members of the Gullah community but still in a position of power over them; and a 
martyr who worked “against the South Carolina grain when he wrote first wrote his novel Porgy, 
and for his sins was mildly ostracized from the most elite quarters of the old city.”  Hutchisson 73
presents Heyward as a kind, socially empathetic man, who wrote the stories of black citizens 
who were unable to represent themselves in artistic or sociological discourse.  
 Similarly, but with a lesser emphasis on the idealization of the playwright, Crawford 
writes of a young man who, of course was still the descendant of a Declaration of Independence 
signatory, but who lived the life of a poor white southerner. A high school dropout, Heyward 
worked to contribute to his family’s financial means:  
hired by an insurance company as a teenager, he canvased black neighborhoods to collect 
‘burial money’; during the summers of 1900-1903, he supervised black field hands on the 
nearby plantation of a relative; and beginning in 1905, working as a cotton check for a 
steamship line, he came to know something of stevedore life. Each of these jobs gave the 
young man a vantage point for observing a people who remained separate from, and 
imperfectly known by, the white population of Charleston. The racial imbalance of power 
never claimed much of his attention; what fascinated him was the mystery of cultural 
difference.  74
Heyward was perfectly situated to observe the lives of the Gullah community with whom he 
shared such close proximity. He worked with them, or around them, in each of his jobs. He 
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interacted with them as they went about their daily work lives. He may even have fancied 
himself able to commiserate with them regarding the lowness of their stations; but the very facts 
of his appearance and his lineage kept him apart from the community in which he was so very 
interested.  
 This interest stemmed from an early age. Heyward was raised by a single mother who 
researched the lives and customs of the local Gullah community.  After the early death of her 75
husband, Janie Screven Heyward “carved a lucrative niche for herself as a parlor speaker, 
specializing in performances of the folktales told to her by those Gullah servants who had raised 
her in her youth.”  She also became a dialect recitalist, further capitalizing on the black culture 76
that she had observed throughout her life.  With her influence and cultural observance, Dubose 77
began collecting information about the Gullah community as a child, even before he began the 
collection of jobs that would bring him even closer in proximity to the lives and dealings of this 
black community. Later, in a review of the 1927 iteration of Heyward’s play adaptation of Porgy, 
critic Herschell Brickell notes of Heyward’s origins that the playwright “had known Negroes and 
enjoyed them all his life, of course, but this was his first contact with the rich stuff of their lives; 
their songs, gay and sad; their love affairs; their quarrels, so often ending in sudden death, and 
the whole wealth of barbaric color that is implicit in their semi-primitive existences.”  To 78
Heyward, the lives of the Gullah community were an entertainment stemmed in curiosity. While 
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he was of privileged breeding, his family had long depleted the money of their ancestors; and by 
the time Heyward was born, his low economic standing positioned him perfectly to observe the 
subjects of his intrigue from such a close vantage point. 
 Image 4: The Baltimore Sun, March 10, 1929. 
 Heyward was able to maintain this position of surveillance until he married Dorothy 
Kuhns in 1923. Because Kuhns was of higher economic standing than Heyward had been, 
Heyward was able to leave the collection of menial jobs that had carried him since he was 
sixteen years old.  It was at this time that Heyward was able to change course to his intended 79
career of author and playwright. This abrupt change in career presents the stark contrast between 
Heyward and the black community with whom he had become so enamored. He got out. He got 
out of his lowly station in favor of his career of choice. This was not an option available to any 
member the black community any more than the option to change the color of their skin.  
 After his change in career path, Heyward came upon the inspiration for Porgy while 
reading his morning paper. The article he found read: “Samual Smalls, […] familiar to King 
Street with his goat and cart, was held for the June term of court of sessions on an aggravated 
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assault charge.”  It is said that Heyward responded to his discovery of Smalls with the inquiry, 80
“‘Just think of that old wreck having enough manhood left to do a thing like that,’ and concluded 
that the story had great dramatic possibilities.”  In the story of Smalls—also known to his 81
community as Goat-cart Sammy—Heyward’s creative mind saw the potential for a tale that 
would grip his audience; not interested in the reality of Smalls’s legal trouble, but rather with his 
own “white man’s conception of a summer of aspiration, devotion, and heartbreak across the 
color wall.’”  The plight of Smalls and the woman he had attacked were immediately washed 82
from Heyward’s mind with the excitement of the novel he had immediately begun fashioning. 
Even Hutchisson, in his sensitivity to Heyward’s intentions, makes note that one should not 
confuse the story of Porgy with a depiction of Southern reality or Smalls’s actual existence.  83
 While there are obvious privileges, prejudices, and points of ignorance in Heyward’s 
understanding of the lives of black people, the point of this origin story is not to uncover 
malicious intent or overt racist intentions. The point is to bring to light the effects of Heyward’s 
misconceptions upon the privileged white perspective of blackness. The results of his 
positionality as a white man of privileged lineage in the United States upon his personal biases 
are plain and not unexpected. For instance, Crawford notes Heyward’s “years of pondering what 
he deemed the ‘secret law’ that seemed to animate the lives of the ‘alien people' of Charleston.”  84
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…There were no secret laws. There were very explicit and legal mandates specifying the spaces 
in which black communities were allowed to exist. The laws were Jim Crow.  
 Heyward wanted to find a romantic or fantastic reasoning for the way black communities 
lived their lives. He wanted a picturesque depiction—a drama fit for the artistic stage. Whether 
his understanding was primarily driven by this artistic search or by the realities of the American 
sociopolitical construct is not important. Regardless of his primary motive here, what he 
accomplished was the appropriation of a culture that was not his own, no matter how close to it 
he felt himself to be.  
“There is more to the story of Porgy, for when Mr. Heyward returned to Charleston from his first 
triumph tour there was no more Porgy. Negro and goat had vanished as completely as if they had 
never existed.”  85
 Yet again we see the difference between black and privileged white experiences. There 
was one story: the story of Samual Smalls. One man, a privileged white man, took the story of 
Samual Smalls and turned it into a literary romanticization that would carry him to fame, 
success, and a distinct rise in social station. The other man, a black man—Samual Smalls himself
—lost his story, had no voice; and while Heyward was enjoying the spoils of his conquest, 
Smalls simply disappeared into the nothingness of social death.  
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PART III—ROMANTICIZING BLACKNESS: A MOUTH WIDE WITH LAUGHTER 
“We were fortunate in finding for that role [of Sportin’ Life] a young man whose abilities suit it 
perfectly, John W. Bubbles, or, as he is known to followers of vaudeville, just plain Bubbles, of 
Buck and Bubbles. We were equally fortunate in finding Todd Duncan for the role of Porgy and 
Anne Brown for the role of Bess, both of whom give to the score intense dramatic value. We were 
able to find these people because what we wanted from them lies in their race. And thus it lies in 
our story of their race.”  86
 In reading Gershwin’s excitement in finding actors such as John W. Bubbles, Todd 
Duncan, and Anne Brown to play the roles of Sportin’ Life, Porgy, and Bess respectively, he 
attributes their talents and the appropriateness of their casting to their race. Take a moment to 
remember the descriptions of these characters: Sportin’ Life the “humorous, dancing villain,” 
Porgy—a man looked down upon due to his impoverished, transient, and physically non-
normative status, and Bess an addict, former sex worker, and victim of domestic abuse.  What 87
facts of their race predisposed them to success in such roles if not the associations put upon 
people of color? None of this is to say that Gershwin was a willfully malicious racist; but it is 
necessary to point out the harm done by his work, particularly when this work is still celebrated 
in our present-day operatic scene. 
 In order to believably present the characters of Porgy and Bess and the actors portraying 
them as accurate depictions of black life in coastal South Carolina, Heyward pushed Gershwin to 
spend time in Charleston as he composed the opera. In the correspondence between the two men 
in 1933 and early 1934, Heyward expressed his disappointment that Gershwin had not yet taken 
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the time to observe the people whose culture was to be represented in Porgy and Bess.  88
Gershwin assured his partner that he “would like to see the town and hear some spirituals and 
perhaps go to a colored cafe or two if there are any,” but Heyward doubted Gershwin’s 
preparedness for his compositional endeavor.  Heyward wanted to set to stage scenes presenting  89
“flashes of negro life” derived from the reality of the black community as he saw it; and to aid in 
Gershwin’s compositional endeavors, Heyward offered his experiences as someone from the area 
in question until Gershwin could make his way south from New York.  Doing his own work to 90
contribute to his idea of the veracity of Porgy and Bess, Heyward made changes to the content 
and overall style of his 1927 play. In a 1934 letter to Gershwin, Heyward explained that he had 
“cut out the conventional negro vaudeville stuff,” replacing what he removed with material he 
deemed to be “authentic and plenty ‘hot’ as well.”  91
 Gershwin did eventually spend a month in Charleston, as evidenced by such newspaper 
articles as “Gershwin Hunts a Score Among Plantation Darkies,” in the Atlanta Constitution,  92
and “Gershwin Lives Life of Gullah in Writing Music for ‘Porgy,’” in The Washington Post.  93
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Even after such a short amount of time as a cultural tourist amongst a race to which he did not 
belong, Gershwin’s audience, albeit derisively, began to recognize him as an authority on the 
black community; his critics claiming that he had “gone native.”  Gershwin visited both sacred 94
and secular spaces of black music making, learning the rhythms and melodies present in various 
types of black folk music. He told reporters that he had “become acclimated” to his new 
environment. Feeling that he understood the inherent characteristics of black folk music, he 
devised a plan of composition that he hoped would depict for his audience the emotive 
differences between black and white people  
“The whites will speak their lines," Gershwin said, “but the Negroes will sing throughout. I 
hope the audience will get the idea. With the colored people there is always a song, see? 
They find something to sing about. The whites are dull and drab.”   95
It seems that Gershwin meant this statement to be a compliment to the people of color with 
whom he had been spending his time, but the intent of the statement is not of consequence. What 
is of consequence is the fallacy that Gershwin was promoting as truth: a romanticized version of 
black people and their capacity for human emotion—as if black people were not to be considered 
human but rather essentialized spectacle. To deny parallels of human experience between races, 
or rather to avoid admitting that non-white people were indeed fully human,  people of color 
were presented as entertaining caricatures, always ready with a song. In a1936 essay, black 
composer, arranger, and choral director Hall Johnson stated that Gershwin could write about any 
subject he pleased, but when writing about the lives of black people, he could never compose 
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anything more accurate than “a white man’s vision of Negro life.”  Gershwin’s “folk” opera was 96
based upon an idea of blackness constructed by cultural outsiders. 
Nothing Black About Blackface 
 The white concept of black folk music extended to the ‘Coon songs’ of blackface 
minstrelsy. These songs received their name from the derogatory word used to reference black 
Americans—a given name put upon them. Eventually this reference was used to build a minstrel 
character by the name of Zip Coon whose ubiquity caused a pervasive symbolism among white 
communities that was frequently used against black people. The coon song “craze” of the 
nineteenth and early twentieth century represented a shift “whereby existing stereotypes came to 
be either confirmed or embellished and indelibly encoded as part of the semiotic system of the 
period.”  These stereotypes kept alive “fantasies of the Old South,” allowing white audiences to 97
perpetuate their associations of black people with disenfranchisement and dehumanization.   98
 The notion of the “coon” stereotype carried other layers of discriminatory history 
presented by a different usage of the same word. This stereotype was previously used to cast 
Irish-Americans as savage, uncivilized and undisciplined., depicting them as white apes, 
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unsuitable for urban life.  When the “coon” stereotype was put upon black communities rather 99
than Irish-American communities, it presented the opportunity for Irish-Americans to distance 
themselves from the derogatory association through both overt social acts as well as participation 
in staged social violence such as minstrelsy. Coon songs and blackface minstrelsy shared the 
practice of the depiction of black characters by white performers. David Roediger writes about 
this fraught relationship of Irish-Americans and the black community in his The Wages of 
Whiteness: Race and the Making of the American Working Class. When Irish immigrants were 
able to enter this popular cultural pipeline and act within the community of whiteness that 
qualified them for social citizenship and status differentiation in terms of race, they "became" 
white and the politics of reception shifted toward their integration into a homogenized whiteness, 
when earlier they were pushed to the margins or outside of social consideration. 
 These minstrel characters were portrayed as “unthreatening,”  “unquestionably ignorant,” 
“outlandish in [their] misuses of the form and substance of white culture,” and obviously foreign 
to, and ignorant of, white practices.  The minstrel tradition does the obvious work of denying 100
agency to black subjects, while simultaneously suggesting that the black subject has no place 
within a white arena.  
“Because my mouth 
Is wide with laughter 
And my throat 
Is deep with song,  
You do not think  
I suffer after 
I have held my pain  
 Dormon, James H. “Shaping the Popular Image of Post-Reconstruction American Blacks,” 99
450.
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So long.  
Because my mouth 
Is wide with laughter,  
You do not hear 
My inner cry,  
Because my feet  
Are gay with dancing,  
You do not know 
I die.”  101
 These words of the poet Langston Hughes are a response to the theft of black agency by 
the minstrel tradition. Black people were presented as caricatures of their race, tokenized for the 
entertainment of a voyeuristic and privileged white audience who wanted to experience the 
humor and song they believed to be inherent in blackness. Such audiences “fail to capture it, to 
get it right. All they see is a typical Negro[…], blind to the relay of looks and the pangs of desire 
that unsettle their captions and hint at the possibility of a life bigger than poverty, at the tumult 
and upheaval that can’t be arrested by the camera” or perceived by the eye of the outsider.  As 102
Saidiya Hartman here criticizes the ignorant captioning of ‘slum’ photographs by white 
onlookers, she specifically references the proclivity of the white audience to see what they want 
to see, rather than what is there—a proclivity that was born in the dissociation and distance from 
black communities that was allowed privileged white people due to ignorance and racial divide. 
Like the captioning of voiceless photographs, the minstrel singer subverts the agency of the 
black man he portrays by replacing black reality with white ideas born of privilege. In this, the 
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portrayal of blackness is reduced to the laughter and song of a socially palatable character rather 
than the multiplicity of human experiences that encompass all of human emotion—the 
suppressed voices of black humans who cry, who suffer, and who die unnoticed because they do 
not fit into the motives of the dominant historical narrative. The assumption of privileged white 
audience members was that the staged minstrel performer was “the ‘real’ American black,” while 
outside of minstrel performances, black people were abused, erased, and segregated from 
privileged society.  All the world was, indeed, a stage—a stage whose primary narrative 103
promoted the subjugation of black citizens and romantically reminisced of slavery. 
 Hutschisson argues that Heyward did not adhere to minstrel, “antebellum traditions of 
African Americans as simple peasant-figures, without much emotional depth or psychological 
complexity” in his depiction of the black characters of the original novel Porgy or any other of 
his adaptations of this story.  This is a strange assertion considering that Heyward himself 104
admits use of vaudevillian tropes in his correspondence with Gershwin.  In fact, Heyward 105
considered mounting a production of his play, Porgy, to “sell the story” in preparation for 
Gershwin’s forthcoming opera, with Al Jolson cast as the titular character. Strange that Heyward 
thought the “king of blackface” was genuinely well suited to sell the culture of the black 
community of coastal South Carolina. 
 At Heyward’s suggestion to hire Jolson for the play, Gershwin responded that he was 
uncertain the casting choice “would hurt a later version done by an all-colored cast,” agreeing  
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Image 5: Warner Bros. publicity photo for the film The Jazz Singer (1927), featuring Al Jolson 
that the financial incentive of hiring a well known actor could be beneficial as they prepared to 
produce their opera.  The black community depicted in Porgy was no longer being treated with 106
“honesty, sympathy, and understanding,” as described by Hutschisson.  Instead, their 107
purportedly folk-like culture was being marketed as a cultural commodity that could be traded 
for higher capital when associated with the likes of a minstrel performer such as Jolson. Heyward 
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and Gershwin were practicing cultural ownership rather than artistic expression, “turning black 
forms into ‘stock in trade,’” and manipulating such forms for their own benefit.  The 108
stereotypical institution of minstrelsy presented the potential for financial gain because it was an 
artistic product already guaranteed to be accepted by twentieth-century white audiences. 
Black Folk Music  
 There is a categorical dearth of source material on what can collectively be called black 
folk music—slave songs, gospel music, and music otherwise derived from within the black 
community—before the publishing of Slave Songs of the United States in 1867.  This lack of 109
source material is undoubtedly based in the fact that most late-eighteenth to early-twentieth-
century music of black people and communities in the United States was orally transmitted. 
Slaves were not allowed to read or write words, let alone music. With the publication of Slave 
Songs of the United States in conjunction with the touring activity of the Fisk University Jubilee 
Singers, documentation of black music began to be made available. 
 Organized in 1871, the Fisk University Jubilee Singers brought black music to the 
American concert stage. They took on the impossible task of making their music palatable for an 
American public accustomed to viewing staged black bodies through a minstrel lens.  110
Originally an ensemble with the touring objective of raising money for Fisk University, the 
group could only reach their monetary goals by performing for white audiences. Although 
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positive, the reviews for the group’s performances read “genuine Negroes,” and “Negro 
Minstrelsy in Church—Novel Religious Exercise.”  White audiences could only see the singers 111
for the color of their skin, so to succeed the Fisk University Jubilee Singers had to play the part 
they had been assigned as black performers. 
 Alain Locke writes of spirituals in The New Negro:  
They have outlived the particular generation and the peculiar conditions which produced 
them; they have survived in turn the contempt of the slave owners, the conventionalizations 
of formal religion, the repressions of Puritanism, the corruptions of sentimental balladry, and 
the neglect and disdain of second-generation respectability.  112
And yet through all of this survival, the spiritual became coopted by the art music of the 
dominant historical narrative that had enslaved black people in the first place. Jennifer Lynn 
Stoever uses an anecdote about a performance by the Fisk University Jubilee Singers in her 
monograph The Sonic Color Line: Race and the Cultural Politics of Listening. In this anecdote, 
Henry Ward Beecher asks that the singing group be concealed behind a screen for the beginning 
of their performance for his congregation at Plymouth Church in Brooklyn, New York. Beecher 
“claimed it was a preventative measure…worried his flock would take the troupe for white 
minstrels and automatically deem their sound unsavory;” while W.E.B. Du Bois claimed Beecher 
made this request “lest pious Congregationalists see their Black faces before they heard their 
heavenly voices.”  Both of these assertions present problematic indicators. Du Bois directly 113
cites discrimination by a white supremacist audience as the causation for such a request, which 
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would not be out of place in the 1871 setting—or any period of United States history. Beecher 
presents a bifurcation of the Black identity separating the visual from the auditory, validating 
“Reconstruction-era cultural politics that severed ‘Black’ from categories of beauty and value, a 
practice enabling America’s growing white middle class to consume black cultural products 
without canonizing them or enacting equitable policies for their makers.”  It is this 114
objectification of Black musicians that effectively precluded them from artistic dialogue. Rather 
than participating as musical actors, black bodies are transformed into props of performance; a 
tradition and “specific technique of power that regards individuals both as objects and as 
instruments of its exercise,” that still has vestiges remaining in United States culture to the 
present day.   115
 It is this established norm of whiteness versus the other—both on stage and in the 
audience—that constitutes a means of surveillance for societal power. The “normal” or 
conventional audience does the work of power by encouraging a continuation of approved and 
institutionally expected activity through their patronage and therefore economic support.  
Departure from this norm would result in discipline as dealt by the audience as proxy for 
hierarchical power, which in classical music takes the form of a denial of economic support and 
exclusion of a musical work or actor from the dominant historical narrative. This audience 
surveillance is done in favor of an audible and visible norm—a “homogeneous social body” of 
music.  Audibly, music is expected to uphold the traditional consonance of the institution of the 116
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western classical idiom, only making such deviations as are approved by precedence. Visibly, 
musical actors who do not embody the ideal visage of musical authority—generally constituted 
by white able-bodied-ness—find their success thwarted by general exclusion. Due to the 
homogeneity integral to this constructed social body, the body itself acts upon “those it shelters, 
to provide a hold on their conduct, to carry the effects of power right to them, to make it possible 
to know them, to alter them.”  This is the ivory tower. This is the institution of the Western 117
classical music canon. This is the shelter that has historically defined its inhabitants and rejected 
all those who do not meet the standards of the social body as ‘other;' a shelter that could not 
survive without the socio-political imperatives of its sociological construct and the adherence to 
such imperatives by those deemed worthy by hierarchical power. 
 George Gershwin took these traditions of black performance and appropriated them for 
his own professional gain. In response to this appropriation, Ray Allen poses the following 
question: “Were such endeavors by white creators truly noble efforts to elevate the art of black 
folk music to the prestigious concert stage or simply neominstrel practices (this time minus the 
blackface) aimed at commodifying black otherness for consumption by white audiences”?  The 118
concept of elevation itself suggests a denial of cultural agency to black folk music. Indeed, what 
is there that must be elevated other than the opinions of privileged society toward the musics of 
the black community? In this consideration, the notion of nobility seems inapplicable here. 
 Gershwin was attempting to create traditional music of the classical idiom while using 
musical styles that, because of the people with whom they were associated, would more likely be 
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relegated to the category of “mere fleeting entertainment.”  It is why he strategically called the 119
work an opera in the first place; the addition of “folk” was simply a narrative device.   
 Crawford, “It Ain’t Necessarily Soul,” 698.119
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CONCLUSION: TRADITIONS OF ERASURE 
“Since the opening of ‘Porgy and Bess’ I have been asked frequently why it is called a folk opera. 
The explanation is a simple one. ‘Porgy and Bess’ is a folk tale. Its people naturally would sing 
folk music. When I first began work on the music I decided against the use of original folk 
material because I wanted the music to be all of one piece. Therefore I wrote my own spirituals 
and folksongs. But they are still folk music—and therefore, being in operatic form,‘Porgy and 
Bess’ becomes a folk opera.”  120
	 Porgy and Bess has survived as the ‘Great American Opera’ because of the fallacy that 
history is a singular, unilinear truth. Stephen M. Best opens his monograph None Like Us: 
Blackness, Belonging, Aesthetic Life by describing a few of the variety of ways that the 
marginalized—particularly black people— are silenced and tokenized by the western dominant 
historical narrative. He responds to 
a scholarly proclivity that has never felt quite right [to him]: the tendency for those who 
trawl through the archive of slavery to receive it as either wonderfully capacious or utterly 
bereft and to apprehend the voice of the enslaved as either startlingly eloquent or 
disturbingly mute.   121
Black historical actors have traditionally been struck dumb by the dominant historical pen or 
been deemed far too ‘eloquent’ to possibly be representative of their race; in both ways, the 
voices of black people have become divorced from their black bodies, which in turn are relegated 
to historical marginality.  
 The dominant historical narrative that has traditionally been sold as history in its entirety is 
not objective truth but rather an agreed upon aesthetic. Aesthetic may be a mutual experience of 
many, it may be variable in its specificity to the individual, it may be mutable because of 
evolving tastes, but it also can be a social contract. Those who have the privilege of inclusion 
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within the narrative of power—within the chosen and agreed upon aesthetic—are those who 
become representative of this aesthetic in social and cultural memory. Those who, for whatever 
reason, are not included or are not given agency in their inclusion become the marginalized. The 
marginalized are either spoken for, and therefore denied their own agency and historical voices, 
or become the blank spaces of history and thus are ostensibly erased.  
          This is the case of the black bodies of Gershwin’s Porgy and Bess. The characters of 
Catfish Row are divorced from their own voices, which have been replaced by those of Gershwin 
and Heyward—the voices of whiteness. In this denial of personal and racial agency, the 
characters of the opera are indeed rendered simply bodies and subsequently used as props for a 
narrative that is marketed as authentic, even though it is not their own.               
        Today, the Metropolitan Opera’s website refers to Porgy and Bess as “one of America’s 
favorite operas,” touting the return of the “supremely American operatic masterpiece and the 
most ambitious work by one of the nation’s greatest musical talents” to its stage for “the first 
time in nearly 30 years.”  This same institution refused to produce the opera until fifty years 122
after its Broadway premiere. Porgy and Bess has represented the genre of American opera in 
different ways throughout its production history, the differentiation of representation generally 
occurring in reference to contemporaneous issues of race relations.                                                                                            

 Rather than the ‘Great American Opera’ by the ‘Great American Composer,’ Porgy and 
Bess is a continuation of the operatic traditions of exoticism and spectacle. Gershwin used these 
traditions in conjunction with the appropriated sounds of the black community to present his 
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audience with a staged discourse that was best fit to entertain and therefore deliver him success. 
It was this compositional formula that brought Gershwin his contemporaneous success and 
posthumous renown. Gershwin was able to use the fraught societal construct of the United States 
in the 1930s to tap into a “syntagmatic chain of discourse,” to which he knew his audience would 
be susceptible.  Porgy and Bess was not only an opera, but a political “sign-vehicle,” meant to 123
be decoded by the upper-class white audience who would bring about its success.  It was in this 124
way that Gershwin forged his own place within the recorded history of American opera. 
 These concepts all lead back to the phrase I combatted as I was “Situating Catfish Row:” 
a product of the times. This phrase has become synonymous with the dismissive question: why 
bother? Why bother talking about Porgy and Bess now, when its problematics were composed 
nearly a century ago? Why bother scrutinize the motives of Gershwin and Heyward as anything 
other than a product of their temporal positionalities? Why bother putting the ethics of our 
present moment upon the happenings of the past?  
 Again, I look to Best for an answer: “The challenges for the field arise less form a sense 
that this evidence never existed than from the fact that it had been overlooked and ignored by a 
previous generation of scholars.”  While there are of course ethical and moral problems 125
concerning the happening of these events, regardless of temporal placement, that is not the issue 
at hand. Ethics and morals will not ameliorate the past or contemporary feelings about it. The 
issue at hand is how events of history have been recorded into the dominant historical narrative 
 Hall, “Encoding/decoding,” 117. 123
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and by whom. History can not be distilled to a state of singularity or objectivity. One cannot 
check off boxes on a list or timeline that will lead them to a final stage of historical or intellectual 
success. The narrative of power that makes it into our history books is just one story amongst a 
multiplicity of experiences; and questioning the biases and motives of those who construct this 
narrative is how we practice responsible scholarship. This is not to say that the dominant 
historical narrative is incorrect—but rather that it is both subjective and incomplete. 
 “…how does one recuperate lives entangled with and impossible to differentiate from the 
terrible utterances that condemned them to death, the account books that identified them as units 
of value, the invoices that claimed them as property, and the banal chronicles that stripped them 
of human features?…how does one rewrite the chronicle of a death foretold and anticipated, as a 
collective biography of dead subjects, as a counter-history of the human, as the practice of 
freedom?”  126
Through historiographical interrogation of historical objects and occurrences such as Gershwin 
and Heyward’s Porgy and Bess, we are able to do a service to the black people and communities 
of the past who have been relinquished of their agency and denied representation. This service is 
a continuation of our contemporary efforts to set a new precedence for responsible scholarship 
that does not shift the dominant historical narrative from one hegemony to another but rather 
makes space for the equitable inclusion of the multiplicity of human experiences and 
positionalities that make up the events of history that have led us to our current temporal 
moment. In this way, I do not seek to seek to erase Porgy and Bess as irredeemable or unfit for 
cultural memory; but it is far more than simply a musical object. Porgy and Bess has served as a 
vehicle for the racially driven social inequity that has been present in the political structure of the 
United States throughout the entirety of its production history.  
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